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Abstract
Scalable semantic data processing has become a crucial issue for practical applications of the Semantic Web. In this paper,
we propose an approach of scalable semantic data processing by knowledge summarization. The main idea is to express
scalable semantic data on different abstraction and summarization levels to reduce their cardinalities, so that they can be
processed efficiently. The notion of knowledge summarization is inspired from various techniques in granular computing
and text summarization in computational linguistics. In this paper, we will present a formal framework of knowledge
summarization for the Semantic Web and discuss how it can be used to improve the scalability of semantic data processing.
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1. Introduction
Since the birth of the World Wide Web, tens of billions of web pages have emerged during less than two
decades. Till October 2009, the indexable web contains at least 21.21 billion pages
(http://www.worldwidewebsize.com/). This trend will continue steadily at least in coming decades. Web
information has become the most important resources of human knowledge and information. That appeals
for technologies which can deal with extremely large-scale data on the Web efficiently.
The Semantic Web provides a foundation for automatic processing of information resources on the World
Wide Web. Ontology technology, the associated knowledge processing technology for the Semantic Web,
provides a unified method of data representation and semantic processing foundations for modern
information systems, because nowadays information processing systems will be inevitably linked with web
information resources. Thus, scalable semantic data processing becomes a crucial issue for nowadays
information processing systems.
In this paper, we will propose an approach to dealing with the scalability by knowledge summarization.
The main idea is to express scalable semantic data on different abstraction and summarization levels to
reduce their cardinalities, so that they can be processed efficiently. The idea of knowledge summarization is
inspired by various techniques in granular reasoning and text summarization. We believe that the
introduction of the approaches which are inspired by human thinking and knowledge processing capabilities
will provide effective methods for scalable semantic data processing. Granular computing, which simulates
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the human mind to deal with large scale data, is promising because we human beings are always able to deal
effectively with scalable information and knowledge efficiently. Human beings can deal with the
information in their minds with different abstraction and summarization levels. It would be possible to
provide new technical methods to improve scalable semantic data processing.
In this paper, we consider semantic data as description-logics-based ontologies. We will propose a general
framework of knowledge summarization for the description-logics-based semantic data processing. We will
explore the proposed approach with variant granularities and discuss how it can be used to improve the
scalability of semantic data processing.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the related work briefly, which includes
granular computing and existing data summarization techniques. To make the paper self-contained, Section
3 provides the preliminaries of description-logics-based ontologies. Section 4 presents the general
framework of knowledge summarization for the Semantic Web. Section 5 investigates how we can measure
a knowledge summarization by the notion of summarization rate. Section 6 explores how a knowledge
summarization can be achieved from the perspective of granularity, i.e., by different fine-grained
modularizations of an ontology. Section 7 discusses the future work before concluding the paper.
2. Related Work
2.1. Granular Computing
Granular computing-related concepts first appeared in 1979 by Zadeh's article entitled “Fuzzy sets and
information granularity” [13]. In that paper, Zadeh argues that the concept of information granular exists in
many areas, such as the notion of decomposition and division in automata and system theory, the notion of
uncertainty in Optimal Control, etc. Since the notion of information granularity was proposed, it aroused
great interest of researchers. In [4], Hobbs discusses the decomposition and consolidation of granularity, as
well as access methods of different sizes of granules, and proposes a model of granularity. In [9], Lin
proposes the concept of granular computing in the view of a broad point. Through the study of granular
computing models under binary relations (o-domain system, rough sets and belief functions), he discusses
the problems of granular computing, such as granular structure, granular representations, granular
applications based on neighborhood system [10]. In [12], Yao proposes the granular computing with
neighborhood systems and investigates the applications of granular computing in machine learning, data
analysis, data mining, rules extraction, intelligent data processing and granular logic. There have been a lot
of researches in granular computing (http://en. wikipedia.org/wiki/Granular_computing ). Because of the
page limitation we would not provide a lengthy discussion on granular computing in this paper.
Recently the work of applying granular computing to improve the scalability of reasoning in the Semantic
Web has emerged. Some preliminary work on applying the idea of granular reasoning or more generally
granular computing to reasoning in the Semantic Web has been investigated by the Large Knowledge
Collider Project (http://www.larkc.eu ) in [14]. Several experiments of granular reasoning with large scale
semantic data have been reported in [14]. The results show that granular reasoning is a promising approach
for scalable semantic data processing.
2.2. Data Summarization
In text retrieval, the research of automated text summarization has a long history. It is mainly divided into
the following two categories: 1) Based on the notion of concept dependency representation, find the content
relevance of information to produce a summarization [7]; 2) Based on the method of knowledge
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classification, develop a formal method of knowledge representation to search for important conjunctive
words to generate a text summarization [3].
In recent years, the method of data summarization has also been used in semantic data processing, such as
a large-scale ontology reasoning techniques developed by IBM [2], and the method of ontology
summarization which is developed in [11,8]. However, the existing information summarization methods still
are problem specific. There exists no a general and formal framework of information summarization for the
Semantic Web.
3. Preliminaries
An ontology typically consists of a hierarchical description of important concepts in a domain, along
with descriptions of the properties of each concept, and constraints on these concepts and properties.
Given a vocabulary, an ontology can be viewed as a set of formula, alternatively called axioms. In
this paper, we consider an ontology as a set of axioms which are specified in Description-Logics
(DLs)-based ontologies. Description Logics are a family of class-based (concept-based) knowledge
representation formalisms, equipped with well-defined model-theoretic semantics [1].
The Web Ontology language OWL has become a Web standard for ontology specification
is the semantic
(http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-guide/)[5]. The Description Logic
counterpart of the ontology language OWL-DL.
be a Description Logic,
-concepts,
-roles, and
individuals. An
Let
interpretation (written as
) of an ontology consists of a domain
(a nonempty set), and an
,
interpretation function (written as ), which maps each individual name to an element
to a subset
of the domain and each role name
to a binary
each concept name
.
relation
The interpretation function can be extended to give semantics to -concepts and -roles, which
are concepts and role descriptions, built by -constructors. Example concept constructors of
are
and
, where
is a natural
number. A -ontology (or simply ontology) is a finite set of axioms of the following forms (For
we refer the reader to [6]): concept inclusion
the direct model-theoretic semantics of
axioms
, stating that the concept is a subconcept of the concept , transitivity (abstract)
and
, concept assertions
, role
role axioms Trans( ), role inclusion axioms
and individual (in)equalities
(
respectively). In an ontology, we use
assertions
to refer to the set of concept (role, individual, respectively) axioms.
, iff, for all interpretations of ,
Given an axiom , an ontology entails , written as
entails an ontology
, written as
, iff, for all
we have satisfies . An ontology
, we have satisfies all of the axioms
. For description-logic-based
interpretations of
ontologies, in this paper, we will focus on their concept inclusion axioms (i.e., T-box), role inclusion
axioms (i.e., R-box), and their concept assertions and role assertions (i.e., A-box). Without loss of
generality, in this paper, we define an ontology formally as follows:
Definition 1. An ontology is defined as a tuple as follows:
,Where is the
set of all concepts of the ontology, is the set of all roles of the ontology, and is the set of all
individuals of the ontology, is the T-box which is a set of concept inclusion axioms such as
is the R-box which is a set of role inclusion axioms
and
is the A-box which is a
and role assertions
.
set of concept assertions
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4. A Framework of Knowledge Summarization for the Semantic Web
As discussed above, human beings can always deal with scalable information very effectively. We
propose that a knowledge summarization would satisfy the following basic principles:
Maximal coverage principle. A summarization should cover the data maximally. Namely, if we
consider a coverage as a function which maps from an original data set into another data set (i.e., a
summarization of the original data set), a total function is preferred to a partial function.
Minimal redundancy principle. A summarization should have redundant expression minimally.
Namely, a summarization with less cardinality of an original data set is preferred to a summarization
with more cardinality.
Variable adjustment principle. That states that the cardinalities of summarization could be
adjusted for various requirements.
In real life, a simple and intuitive example of the variable adjustment principle is that we can
summarize a lengthy television series as an outline of the story, or a paragraph, or even simply a
word, based on different requirements. Similarly, in knowledge management, we believe that an
important means for solving scalable semantic data reasoning is using granular computing to explore
theories and techniques of knowledge summarization, to summarize scalable knowledge as
knowledge expression at different abstraction levels, so that they can be expressed, manipulated and
reasoned for different needs. In the following, we will proposal a formal framework of knowledge
summarization for scalable semantic data processing. As we have argued above, in this paper, we
consider semantic data as description-logics-based ontologies which consist of a T-box which states
the concept hierarchy of an ontology, an R-box which states the role hierarchy of an ontology, and an
A-box which is an assertive part of an ontology. In the following, we will use terminologies,
knowledge, ontology, and data set interchangeably.
Considering the basic principles of a knowledge summarization discussed above, in the following
we will propose several formal definitions about ontology summarization which are developed based
on the basic notions of description logics. Namely a summary of an ontology can be considered as an
ontology which preserves the logical features which have been entailed by the original ontology,
however, with less cardinalities of the expressions.
and
be two ontologise, we are going to
Let
introduce an onto function (i.e., surjection) which maps all of the concepts in the original ontology
into a summarization ontology
(i.e., a summary) such that the function is sufficient enough to
preserve the concept hierarchy of the original ontology in the summarization ontology.
from an ontology
into another
Definition 2 (Concept Mapping). A concept mapping
ontology
is an onto mapping
.
Similarly we can define an onto role mapping
and an onto individual mapping of two
to the ontology
as the
ontologies . Furthermore, we define a mapping from the ontology
union of the concept mapping
, the role mapping
, and the individual mapping
of the two
ontologies. Given a mapping from the ontology to the ontology , we extend the mapping into
the composite concepts, roles and nominals as follows.
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However, for the ≥ operator, we cannot consider the function with the following property simplely:
because the function may map two individual
and
into a single (i.e.,
and
) so that two pairs
and
are mapped into a single pair
. In that scenario, it is easy to see that the semantic condition
cannot be
guaranteed after the mapping.
In order to solve that problem, we define the extended mapping for the operator as follows:
where
It is not too hard to see that if there exist at least pairs
are different, we can always conclude that there exists at least one pair
after any mapping .
Furthermore, we extend the mapping over the concept inclusion axioms, role inclusion axioms,
and the instance axioms recursively as follows:

We can prove that the following formal properties hold for a mapping from ontology
ontology :
Proposition 1 (Axiom Preserving).
Concept hierarchy preserving.
and any concept
, if
, then
For any concept
Role hierarchy preserving.
and any role
, if
, then
;
For any role
Instance preserving.
For any individual
and any individual
, and any concept
, and any role
if
, then
and if
, then
;
Furthermore, we have the following properties about the cardinality of the ontologies:
Proposition 2 (Cardinality Change).
Concept Cardinality.
Role Cardinality}.
Individual Cardinality.
T-box Cardinality.

into
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R-box Cardinality.
A-box Cardinality.
Cardinality in General.
.
as an ontology
if there exists a
Thus, we can define a concept summary of the ontology
which leads to a less concept cardinality, i.e.,
mapping from onto
Similarly, we can define a role summary of the ontology with a less role cardinality, and an
individual summary of the ontology with a less individual cardinality.
Definition 3 (Summary). An ontology is said to be a summary of another ontology iff there
is a concept summary of or
is a role summary of
or
is
exists a mapping such that
an individual summary of .
It is straightforward to see that we have the following formal property:
Proposition 3 (Less Cardinality Property). If ontology
is a summary of ontology , then
or
or
.
The mapping above is said to be a summarization function from the ontology
into
.
Alternatively, we can say that ontology is a summary of ontology with respect to the function .
Note that the notion of the ontology summarization is different from the notion of ontology
mapping which has been well studied and proposed in the Semantic Web, because of the following
differences:
— Ontology summarization is to introduce a mapping such that a new ontology (i.e., a
summarization ontology) can be created, whereas the traditional notion of ontology mapping
concerns only a partial mapping between two existing ontologies.
— Ontology summarization would lead to a new ontology with less cardinality, whereas the
traditional notion of ontology mapping has no such a requirement on the cardinality difference.
— Ontology summarization concerns the concept hierarchy preservation between two onto-logies,
whereas the traditional notion of ontology mapping does not necessarily require the concept
hierarchy preservation.
Here are some examples of ontology summarization.
which assigns the
Example 1(Trivial Summarization). Consider a summarization function
for any
,
for any
,
universal concept to all the concepts, namely,
and
for any
It is easy to see that that the mapping can preserve all of the T-box, R-box, and A-box with less
cardinality. However, that summarization is trivial.
Although the example above is trivial, it states the fact that seeking for an ontology summarization
does not necessarily mean that it has to check all the data in an infinitely countable data set. A
simple mapping of two ontologies may be sufficient to reduce the computational cost significantly,
of course with a price that a lot of information which have been implied in the original ontology may
be lost in the summarization.
The following is an example of ontology summarization which does not suffer from a significant
information loss, however, with a trivial reduction of the cardinality:
Example 2(Concept Representation Summarization).Consider a summarization function which
to all of the logical equivalent concepts, namely, for any
assigns a “representative” concept
, assigns a new concept name
to any concept
equivalence concept set
. Thus,
if
for any
,
for any
,
and
for any
.
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It is easy to see that that the mapping can preserve all of the T-box, R-box, and A-box with less
cardinality, if there exist some non-trivial equivalent concept sets
, i.e.,
.
5. Summarization Rate
Knowledge summarization is introduced to reduce the cardinalities of the targeted ontologies. Naturally, we
are much interested in the metrics which can measure how much the cardinalities of ontologies have been
reduced after the summarization. Therefore, we propose the following notions of summarization rate.
is
Definition 4 (Concept Summarization rate). The concept summarization rate
defined as the inverse ratio of the concept cardinality of the new ontology to the concept cardinality of the
.
original ontology. Namely,
That means that the less cardinality reduction after a summarization is achieved, the higher summarization
rate is. If a summarization rate is zero, then that means that it is a trivial summarization, because it does not
lead to a reduced cardinality. A summarization rate which is larger than is called a non-trivial
summarization rate, otherwise it is called a trivial summarization rate.
We can define the role summarization rate and the individual summarization rate as follows:
Definition 5 (Role Summarization rate). The concept summarization rate
is defined as
the inverse ratio of the role cardinality of the new ontology to the role cardinality of the original ontology.
Namely,
.
is
Definition 6 (Individual Summarization rate). The individual summarization rate
defined as the inverse ratio of the individual cardinality of the new ontology to the individual cardinality of
the original ontology. Namely,
.
However, non-trivial summarization rates above do not necessarily mean that the cardinalities of T-box,
R-box, and A-box have been reduced. Thus, we need the following summarization rates which can be used
to measure the cardinality differences on T-box, R-box, and A-box:
is defined
Definition 7 (T-box Summarization rate). The concept summarization rate
as the inverse ratio of the T-box cardinality of the new ontology to the T-box cardinality of the original
ontology. Namely,
.
Similarly, we have the following definitions about the R-box summarization rate and the A-box
summarization rate:
Definition 8 (R-box Summarization rate).
.
.
Definition 9 (A-box Summarization rate).
More generally we are interested in the summarization rate which involves the cardinality of the union of
the concept set, the role set, and the individual set:
Definition 10 (Summarization rate). The summarization rate
is defined as the reduced
cardinality measure with respect to the union of
and as follows:
.
Naturally, we are also interested in the summarization rate with respect to the union of the T-box, R-box,
and A-box as follows:
.
Definition 11 (Box Summarization rate).
The approach of summarization in the previous sections has not yet considered the variable adjustment
principle, the third basic principle of knowledge summarization. In the following we will propose the
approach of summarization which supports various requirements on the summarization for variable
cardinalities, a natural solution which is inspired from granularity.
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6. Knowledge Summarization by Granularity
In this section, we will explore how a knowledge summarization can be achieved from the perspective of
granularity, i.e. by different fine-grained modularizations of an ontology. Actually a summarization function
can be considered as some kind of modularization of an ontology, however, a summarization concerns the
preserving of concept hierarchy and role hierarchy, etc. A summarization function f of an ontology O into
O' is said to be more fine-grained than another summarization function f ' of O into O' if the function f is
more fine-grained partition over O than f ' (by the definitions in the set theory). Thus, we have the
following definition:
is
Definition 12 (Granular Summarization Method). A granular summarization method of ontology
to find a set of mapping
from O into a set of ontologies
such that
— is a summarization function from into
for any
and,
— is more fine-grained than
for any
.
By the definitions, it is easy to see that the following formal properties hold:
Proposition 4. For a granular summarization method
of ontology into a set of ontologies
,
Decreasing Cardinality. The cardinalities of summarization ontologies are decreasing. Namely,
.
Increasing Summarization Rate. The summarization rates of ontologies are increasing. Namely,
.
Monotonic Partition. For any
, and any
, if
, then
for
.
above state that a granular summarization method is to seek for a decreasing
Properties and
states that the partitioning
cardinalities of summarization with increasing summarization rate. Property
of granularity with a granular summarization method is monotonic. Namely, if two concepts are mapped
into the same granule of a partition, then they would be located at the same granule at any sequential
partition.
Figure 1 is an example how a granular summarization method can be introduced for ontology
summarization with different levels of granularities. On the left side of the figure the ontology Living Thing
is presented with its concept hierarchy. A mapping is introduced to merge the lowest concepts (i.e., the
,
and
so that they are mapped into their
concepts subsume no other concepts) such as
. Then, we can further merge other concepts so that they can be mapped
parent concept, i.e.,
into a new ontology with less cardinality. The granularity hierarchy is represented on the right side of the
figure. Although the idea of merging children concepts so that they can be mapped into their parent concept
is trivial, it illustrates very well how different granularities with reducing the cardinalities can be achieved.
7. Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper we have argued that knowledge summarization is a promising approach to scalable semantic
data processing. We have presented a general framework of knowledge summarization for descriptionlogics-based ontologies, proposed formal definitions of ontology summarization, and investigated how a
knowledge summarization can be measured by using their summarization rate. Furthermore, we have
explored knowledge summarization from the perspective of granular computing, and proposed some ideas
for knowledge summarization with variable granularities.
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Fig.1 Example of Ontology Summarization with Variable Granularities

The work reported in this paper would provide a foundation for further exploration of efficient approaches
for scalable semantic data processing. The future work of this paper includes:
— Develop more meaningful and non-trivial mapping functions for knowledge summari-zation.
— Explore variant knowledge summarization techniques, including partial mapping and inverse
mapping for knowledge summarization.
— Conduct experiments and evaluation with some realistic and large scale ontologies for
knowledge summarization.
— Accommodate more techniques from granular computing.
— Investigate the knowledge summarization techniques under the environments with other
features of semantic data processing, such as dynamics, inconsistency, fuzzyness, and contextdependence.
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